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What is language?
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What is language?

• Wikipedia: “Language is the ability to acquire 
and use complex systems of  communication, 
particularly the human ability to do so, and a 
language is any specific example of  such a 
system. The scientific study of  language is 
called linguistics.”
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What is language?

• Dictionary.com: “1. a body of  words and the 
systems for their use common to a people who 
are of  the same community or nation, the same 
geographical area, or the same cultural tradition  
 
“2. communication by voice in the distinctively 
human manner, using arbitrary sounds in 
conventional ways with conventional meanings; 
speech.”
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What is language?

• Collins: “1. a system for the expression of  
thoughts, feelings, etc, by the use of  spoken 
sounds or conventional symbols 
 
“2. the faculty for the use of  such systems, 
which is a distinguishing characteristic of  man 
as compared with other animals”
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What is language?
• Merriam-Webster: “a:  the words, their 

pronunciation, and the methods of  combining 
them used and understood by a community  
 
“b (1):  audible, articulate, meaningful sound as 
produced by the action of  the vocal organs  
   (2):  a systematic means of  communicating 
ideas or feelings by the use of  conventionalized 
signs, sounds, gestures, or marks having 
understood meanings”
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Knowledge of/about language

• Every linguist gets questions like: 

✴ “How many languages do you speak?” 

✴ “Which is correct in this sentence: ‘who’ or ‘whom’?” 

• These reflect misunderstandings of  what linguistics is.
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Knowledge of/about language
• Studying a language does not necessarily require 

fluency in it 

‣ Though it requires data, ideally from a native speaker 

• Speaking a language doesn’t entail understanding 
how it works! 

‣ Linguistics = studying what speakers know, but don’t 
know they know. Uncovering the implicit knowledge 
behind a skill. 

‣ You learned your native language primarily through 
exposure, not being taught the rules of  grammar!
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Knowledge of/about language

• Speech is primary, writing is a technology 

‣ Most languages of  the world are never or rarely written down 

‣ Written language can be more conservative, stylistically fixed 

• Mosts linguists are descriptivists 

‣ They study what language is according to the practice of  a 
speech community, not what it should be according to some 
socially accepted authority or stereotype (prescriptivist).  

‣ In linguistics, grammar rules describe the patterns of  how 
people talk.
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Knowledge of/about language

• Forms of  evidence 

‣ “Thought data”/native speaker intuitions 

✴ This test allows to determine whether the result is 
statistically significant. 

✴ Who cares about how it looks like when it tastes 
damn good? 

‣ Use data (corpora) 

‣ Lab data
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Sentences + glosses
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8. THE GEOMETRY OF GRAMMATICAL MEANING 221

definites are not normally possible in imperatives (7a), and some-indefinites
are also possible in questions and conditional protases (cf. 7b–c).

(7) a. Please buy something (/ ? ?any thing) for our son when you go to town.
b. Has something happened while I was away?
c. If I can help you in some way, please tell me.

Moreover, many languages have a distinction among indefinites that is
roughly comparable to that in English, but differs from it in subtle ways. For
example, Russian has two indefinite series characterized by the markers -to
(kto-to "someone," cto-to "something," gde-to "somewhere," etc.) and -nibud'
(kto-nibud'"anyone," cto-nibud'"anything," gde-nibud'"anywhere," etc.). Like
English any-indefinites, the Russian -nibud' -indefinites do not occur in posi-
tive declarative sentences such as (8a), but they do occur in questions and
conditionals (e.g., 8b).

(8) a. Kto-to (/*kto-nibud') postural v dver'.
"Someone (/*anyone) knocked at the door."

b. Esli cto-nibud' slucitsja, ja pridu srazu.
"If anything happens, I'll come immediately."

However, -nibud'-indefinites also occur in "assertive" contexts when non-
specific reference is intended, that is, the speaker has no particular referent
in mind. For instance, whereas the English sentence He wants to marry some-
one from Botswana is ambiguous (he might have a fiancee who happens to be
from Botswana, or being from Botswana might be a prerequisite for any fu-
ture wife), Russian distinguishes these two readings. The -to-indefinite is
used for specific reference, and the -nibud' -indefinite is used for non-
specific reference.

(9) a. On xocet zenit'sja na kom-to iz Botsvany.
"He wants to marry someone [specific] from Botswana."

b. On xocet zenit'sja na kom-nibud' iz Botsvany.
"He wants to marry someone [non-specific] from Botswana."

In imperatives, reference to indefinite phrases is necessarily non-specific, so
the -to-indefinite is impossible here:

(10) Kupi cto-nibud' (/*cto-to) dlja nasego syna.
"Buy something for our son."

The Russian distinction between -to-indefinites and -nibud' -indefinites is
thus often characterized as consisting in the property of (non-)specifecity, but
just as (non)assertiveness cannot account for all functions of English some/
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companion), be it marked by an adposition and/or case or be it unmarked. As is common in 
typology, this is a functional domain rather than a formal concept. The local phrase markers are 
given in boldface in the examples and in the glosses. 

 
 Wolof (Niger-Congo; Northern Atlantic) [Mark 1:29] 
  

(1) ...génn na-ñu ci jàngu bi, ñu... dem 
 ...exit PERF-3SG PP.PROX church the, 3PL go 

 ci kër Simoŋ ak Andare.   
 PP.PROX house Simon and Andrew   
 ‗...when they were come out of the synagogue, they entered into the house of Simon 

and Andrew.‘ 
  
 Finnish (Uralic, Finnic) [Mark 1:29] 
(2) Synagoga-sta he men-i-vät suoraan Simon-in ja Andreaks-en koti-in 
 synagogue-ELA they go-PST-3PL straight Simon-GEN and Andreas-GEN house-ILL 
 ‗...when they were come out of the synagogue, they entered into the house of Simon 

and Andrew.‘ 
 
Finnish and Wolof have fundamentally different categorization patterns in local phrase markers. 
Finnish distinguishes the semantically opposite poles source and goal by means of case 
(elative/ablative for source vs. illative/allative for goal). In English, source (out of, from) and 
goal (to, in[to], on[to]) are distinguished by means of prepositions. However, Wolof does not 
distinguish source and goal in prepositions (and there is no case). The semantic categories 
expressed by Wolof prepositions are completely different: there is a distinction between 
proximal (ci) and distal (ca). 

The semantic relationships depicted by a semantic map are often referred to as ―semantic 
space‖ which is, of course, a metaphor that does not necessarily entail that there is a universal 
mental semantic space. Space in semantic maps is first of all visualization, which has two 
simultaneous but partly conflicting aims: (a) a fully explicit (automatic) procedure to transform a 
part of the typological database into a graph with as little loss of detail (data reduction) as 
possible, and (b) a maximum of convenience of representation for the reader. What makes 
visualization difficult is that these two aims are sometimes in conflict. 

Probabilistic semantic maps can be viewed as modeling the semantics of linguistic diversity, 
and they do so to the extent that the sample (the underlying typological database) is 
representative of the population (the entire linguistic diversity). A general question addressed in 
many papers of this volume is whether semantic maps based on large typological datasets can 
model universal mental semantic space. This paper addresses that question from an empirical 
point of view. If semantic space is both mental and universal, it must be both comprehensive and 
robust. ―Robust‖ means that different datasets (different samples of languages and of semantic 
functions) are assumed to yield highly similar maps representing the full range of semantic 
diversity encountered in natural languages. ―Comprehensive‖ means that all semantic categories 
encountered in the database must be well-represented. It will be shown that the semantic map of 
local phrase markers (adposition and case) is neither robust nor comprehensive. Rather than 
reflecting the full range of cross-linguistic semantic diversity, semantic maps are a tool for 



Some language myths

• Kids today are ruining the previously pure form 
of  our language. 

‣ Commentary of  this nature goes back over the 
centuries. In fact, language is constantly evolving. It 
is an organic system, which means it complex and 
“messy” but adapts to the needs of  speakers.
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Some language myths

• When <low-prestige group members> talk they 
are being lazy/using bad grammar. 

‣ Relative to Standard American English, dialects like 
African-American English have some differences in 
vocabulary and grammar (including pronunciation 
and syntax). 

‣ Scientifically, is nothing better or worse about any 
dialect; there is just social prestige and acceptance.
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Some language myths
• It’s easy to define the boundaries of  a language. 

‣ Roughly speaking, if  two dialects are mutually 
intelligible, they are said to be from the same 
language. In practice, there can be a lot of  gray area
—e.g., Arabic has many dialects, some of  which are 
quite different from each other. 

‣ Geopolitical considerations often interfere as well: 
colloquially we call Chinese a language, but Mandarin 
and Cantonese are not mutually intelligible. 
Conversely, by linguistic criteria, Hindi and Urdu are 
considered dialects of  the same language.
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Some language myths
• Sign language is less systematic than spoken 

language. 

‣ There are actually many sign languages:  
American Sign Language and British Sign 
Language are quite different, for example. This is 
because all languages develop subject to a 
community of  speakers. 

‣ Sign languages also have grammar, with patterns 
and structure in how hands are shaped, how they 
are positioned and moved, facial expressions, etc.
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Some language myths

• People are hereditarily predisposed to have an 
easier time learning some languages. 

‣ Fact: Children are capable of  natively acquiring any 
language given sufficient exposure at the right age. 
Inability to do so is attributed to a mental or 
communicative deficit or disability.
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Some language myths

• Most languages have millions of  speakers. 

‣ Fact: There are approximately 6000–7000 
languages spoken today. About a third have small 
native speaker populations and are in danger of  
extinction.  
 
http://www.ethnologue.com/world
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Language populations are Zipfian

18https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers 

According to 
www.ethnologue.com/
statistics/size, only 
5.6% of languages 
have ≥1M native 
speakers—but these 
account for 94% of the 
world’s population.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_number_of_native_speakers
http://www.ethnologue.com/statistics/size


23 languages with ≥50M native speakers
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Areas of study
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation

Computational, 
Corpus

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation

Psycholinguistics, 
Neurolinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Fieldwork, 
documentation

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology



Areas of study
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

ar
tic
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acoustic

auditory

Phonetics: the sounds of language
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA)

Phonetics: the sounds of language
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Phonology: how sounds work in 
particular languages

blick sounds like a possible word of English, 
but not *bnick

Why the first sound of pit is different from the 
second sound of spit



Areas of study
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Orthography: how a language is 
written down

th at the beginning of an English word 
corresponds to a single sound (/θ/ or /ð/)

Instead of alphabets (≈1 symbol per sound), 
some languages are written with abjads 

(unwritten vowels), abugidas, syllabaries, or 
logograms. The character-set of a language is 

called a script.

Minh  là  giáo viên.

ኢትዮጵያ አፍሪቃ ውስጥ ናት



Areas of study
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Morphology: how words are formed

Inflection: systematic alternation in gender, 
number, case, tense, person, etc.  

horse/horses, man/men;  
decide/decides/decided, eat/eats/ate/eaten

Why the negation of advisable is inadvisable, 
but the negation of possible is impossible

Derivation or compounding: affects the 
meaning of the word more fundamentally



Areas of study
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Morphology: how words are formed

A morpheme is a minimal unit of meaning:  
in- (prefix), advise (stem), -able (suffix)

Some morphemes combine in predictable 
(rule-governed) patterns. Such a pattern is 
said to be productive if it can give rise to 
new words. Other patterns only apply to 
specific words, e.g., man (sg)/men (pl).



Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Areas of study
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Morphology: how words are formed
English is morphologically impoverished 

compared to most languages (except Chinese, 
which has even less morphology).

German has some famously long compounds: 
rindfleischetikettierungsüberwachungsaufgabenübertragungs-

gesetz 
‘the law for the delegation of  monitoring beef  labeling’

In Turkish, an agglutinative language, a “word” 
can be an entire sentence:  

İstanbul-lu-laş-tır-a-ma-yabil-ecek-ler-imiz-den-miş-siniz 
‘You were (evidentially) one of  those who we may not be able 

to convert to an Istanbulite’



Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Areas of study
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Syntax: how sentences are formed 
from words

Why in English we don’t say *I happy— 
we say I am happy: with a copula (be-verb)

How questions are formed:  
Why are you crying? 

*Why you cry? 
*You are crying why?



Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology
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Syntax: how sentences are formed 
from words

Linguistic categories help us to describe 
syntactic patterns.

Phrasal category: 
noun phrase, prepositional phrase, clause

Part of speech (POS): the grammatical 
category of a word  

noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, 
determiner, preposition, …

Grammatical relation: how a word functions 
relative to other words in the sentence  
subject, predicate, object, modifier, …



Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology
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Levels of structure

Levels of linguistic structure

20

Characters Alice  talked  to  Bob.

Words Alice talked to Bob .

Syntax: Constituents

PP

VP

S

NP .

Noun VerbPast Prep Noun PunctSyntax: Part of Speech

Morphology talk -ed [VerbPast]

Tuesday, September 6, 16 figure from Brendan O’Connor

subject



Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology
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Syntax vs. Morphology: a tradeoff
English is called an analytic language 

because it mainly relies on word order/syntax to 
indicate sentence structure: 

The cat ate the fish ≠ The fish ate the cat

Synthetic languages make heavier use of 
morphology to indicate how words function in a 

sentence.

synthetic analytic

ChineseEnglishFrenchGerman
Russian Spanish

Turkish FinnishCree
Japanese
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Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology
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Syntax vs. Morphology: a tradeoff

A case marker signals whether a verb’s 
argument is the subject, object, etc.  

Remnants of case in English pronouns:  
She loves him / He loves her  

English is strict about word order (*Him loves she), 
but synthetic languages with case are more 

flexible.
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Semantics: the meaning of a word 
or sentence
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Pragmatics: how meaning can 
depend on conversational 

context

“Can you pass the salt?” is usually 
a request, not a literal question
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Structure / Grammar
Language in the world Methods/

ApplicationsForm Function

Phonetics Semantics Sociolinguistics  
/ within-lang. variation Computational

Phonology Pragmatics Typology  
/ between-lang. variation Psycholinguistics

Orthography Discourse Language acquisition (L1, L2) Neurolinguistics

Morphology Language change / historical “Applied 
Linguistics”: 

teaching, policy, 
forensics, …Syntax Linguistic anthropology

Discourse: how sentences fit 
together in texts or 

conversations

[therefore]



Language Spotlight  
Lighting Presentations

• As a practical measure, most of  the lectures will 
focus on English. But other languages raise 
other challenges for NLP/language technologies. 

• From now on, we’ll start class with a 5-minute 
presentation from one of  you that describes a 
different language. This will showcase the 
diversity of  the world’s languages.
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Language Spotlight  
Lighting Presentations

• Ground rules: 

‣ 1 presentation per enrolled student. Sign up for a slot after 
class today. 

‣ You must choose a language/dialect that (a) is not American 
English and (b) has not been presented yet. 

‣ Email the Instructor & TA at least a week in advance to 
confirm your choice of  language. 

‣ The style of  presentation is up to you: you may use slides, 
handouts, multimedia, etc. 

‣ 5 minutes. PRACTICE WITH A TIMER. We WILL cut you off  if  
you go over.
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Language Spotlight  
Lighting Presentations

• Your presentation should cover: 

1. Typological overview: how many speakers, where spoken, 
what language family/related languages; synthetic vs. 
analytic, SVO/VSO/etc., what kinds of  inflectional 
morphology on nouns and verbs, what kinds of  agreement 

✴ http://ethnologue.org/, http://wals.info/  

2. A couple of  interesting phenomena in the language 
(probably: different from English). Give examples (with IPA 
or romanized transliteration if  a non-roman script).  
E.g., German compounds. 

3. What about this language would be especially difficult for 
NLP/language technologies?
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